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Chapter 13: Skill Upgrade 

 

After returning home from evening self-study, Li Chengqian hurriedly opened his 
personal interface. 

Name: Li Chengqian 

Intelligence: 17 (Average adult is 10 points) 

Strength: 10 (Average adult is 10 points) 

Agility: 10 (Average adult is 10 points) 

Profession: Student level 7 (0/210) 

Skill: 

1. Focus (Master) 

2. Elementary School Knowledge (Master) 

3. Junior High School Knowledge (Master) 

4. Senior High School Knowledge (Expert 0/350) 

Experience Pool: 5,0 

The 120 minutes of the three evening self-study sessions earned him 1,200 experience 
value points. Li Chengqian didn’t waste the 30 minutes of break between classes. He 
used the time to read, so as to gain 30 experience value points. 

“Upgrade!” After thinking about it, Li Chengqian decided to start from the leveling up of 
the Student profession. He would upgrade the Senior High School Knowledge skill later. 

He was afraid that he would faint again after upgrading his Senior High School 
knowledge. 

[210 experience value points consumed, Student profession upgraded to level 8 
(0/340), 4,869 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 



[Your Intelligence Stats +1, current Intelligence: 18 points.] 

Without the slightest pause, Li Chengqian clicked upgrade again. 

[340 experience value points consumed, Student profession upgraded to level 9 
(0/550), 4,319 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 

[Your Intelligence Stats +1, current Intelligence: 19 points.] 

[You have obtained Skill: Rational Thinking (Novice 0/9).] 

[Rational Thinking: In rational thinking, you will automatically abandon unnecessary 
emotions and isolate yourself from the outside world. Your thinking speed will increase, 
and your logical reasoning ability will increase greatly. Skill duration: 10 minutes. 
Cooldown: 24 hours.] 

“Rational Thinking skill have also appeared!” The corners of Li Chengqian’s mouth 
curled into a smile. Rational thinking in reality, whether it was used for scientific 
research or for learning, was an awesome skill. One could even use it to solve cases. 

After Li Chengqian glanced at the Rational Thinking skill, he began clicking to upgrade. 

“Upgrade!” 

[550 experience value points consumed, Student profession upgraded to level 9 (can be 
upgraded), 3,796 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 

Level 9 was the highest level of the Student profession. After reaching level 9, the basic 
profession needed to be upgraded in order to continue advancing and leveling up. 

When level 9 of the basic profession was achieved, this was also a critical point 
because at this level, one could activate the Professions Shop of the Master of All 
Professions game. 

[Your Student profession has been upgraded to level 9. You have activated the 
Professions Shop.] 

According to his experience in his previous life, there were three types of goods in the 
current Profession Shop that had been activated. 

The first type was Professions. 

Every additional Profession Slot would allow him to take on an additional profession. 



Now that Li Chengqian had taken on a Student profession, if he wanted to own two 
professions at the same time, he would need to buy a Profession slot in the Profession 
Shop. 

The second type was the Profession Certificate. After purchasing the Profession 
Certificate, the Master of All Professions game would give a few hints on the methods 
for certain professions. 

For example, if one wanted to take on a Farmer profession, they needed a piece of 
arable land, a hoe, and a Farmer’s Profession Certificate. 

The third type of goods was Skills. Apart from the basic profession, whether it was to 
upgrade a profession or to change a profession, one had to purchase the Skills 
themselves. 

“Open the Profession Shop!” Li Chengqian impatiently opened the Profession Shop and 
switched to the Profession purchase interface. 

“As expected, it’s exactly the same as in the game in my previous life. The price of one 
Profession Slot is 10,000 experience value points.” Li Chengqian wasn’t surprised, but 
he was still very envious. 

After trying it out, he realized that the Profession Shop was exactly the same as in his 
previous life. 

The Profession Certificate interface could only be opened after obtaining a Profession 
Slot. 

The Skills interface could only be opened for advancing or changing a profession. 

“Experience value points, only with experience value points can you have everything!” Li 
Chengqian reluctantly collected his thoughts and looked at his personal interface. 

Now that the level of the Student profession could no longer be upgraded, he naturally 
had to upgrade the level of all his skills. 

According to his experience in his previous life, in order to advance a Student 
profession, all the subordinate skills had to be perfected. 

“Let’s start with the Rational Thinking skill first.” Rational Thinking skill did not involve 
the acquisition of knowledge, so the possibility of him fainting after upgrading was very 
slim. 

[9 experience value points consumed, Rational Thinking skill proficiency upgraded to 
(Competent 0/90), 3,787 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 



[90 experience value points consumed, Rational Thinking skill proficiency upgraded to 
(Proficient 0/180), 3,697 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 

[180 experience value points consumed, Rational Thinking skill proficiency upgraded to 
(Expert 0/450), 3,517 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 

[450 experience value points consumed, Rational Thinking skill proficiency upgraded to 
(Master), 3,067 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool] 

When the Rational Thinking skill reached Master level, the description of the skill 
changed drastically. 

[Rational Thinking (Master): In Rational Thinking mode, you will automatically abandon 
unnecessary emotions and isolate yourself from the outside world. Your thinking speed 
will increase by a hundred times, your logical reasoning and analytical ability will 
increase by a hundred times. You can use the skill for a total of 60 minutes. Cooldown 
time is 24 hours.] 

Compared to the Novice level of rational thinking, the Master level was many times 
more powerful. 

... 

“This time, there’s only Senior High School Knowledge skill left.” Li Chengqian’s focus 
turned to the only skill that had not reached Master level yet: Senior High School 
Knowledge. 

After Li Chengqian adjusted his body to the most comfortable position, he willed, 
“Upgrade!” 

[350 experience value points consumed, Senior High School Knowledge skill proficiency 
upgraded to (Master), 2,717 experience value points remaining in the Experience Pool.] 

Actually, when his Senior High School Knowledge skill was upgraded to Master level, all 
the knowledge that he should have memorized had already entered Li Chengqian’s 
mind. 

Achieving the Master level was the icing on the cake, it allowed him to truly internalize 
and exploit the knowledge . 

The volume of information wasn’t that huge. 

Therefore, the fainting did not happen as anticipated. 



In fact, because his Senior High School Knowledge skill had reached Master level, he 
was clear-minded and was in a relaxed state. He felt as if he had just enjoyed a top-
notch head massage. 

The previous bits and pieces of information were connected together. All the subjects 
were interconnected and reorganized in Li Chengqian’s memory, forming a more 
complete knowledge system. 

“If I take the university entrance examination now, I can score full marks!” After the 
knowledge system in his mind was sorted out, Li Chengqian smiled happily. 

In his previous life, the failure of the university entrance examination was the cause of 
his parents’ traffic accident. 

... 

“The fate of my university entrance exam has completely changed! My parents’ fate will 
also be reversed.” With Li Chengqian’s current situation, he would definitely succeed in 
the university entrance exam. It was impossible for him to fail again. His parents didn’t 
need to register him for repeat studies, so naturally they wouldn’t meet with a traffic 
accident. 

Ever since his rebirth, Li Chengqian’s heart had actually been hanging by a thread. At 
this moment, he can finally relax a little. 

All the skills of the Student profession have been perfected. Li Chengqian tried to 
upgrade the Student profession on his personal interface. 

[Advanced Profession: University Student] 

[University Student Advancement Requirement 1: Attain Master level for all Student 
profession skills (Completed).] 

[University Student Advancement Requirement 2: Obtain a university admission notice 
and enroll successfully (Incomplete).] 

[University Student Advancement Requirement 3: Consume 5,000 experience value 
points (Incomplete).] 


